




Massages & Scrubs
DETOX BACK MASSAGE  50 Min  $110 M | $145 G 
A relaxing massage of the back and scalp and/or feet, 
combined with detoxifying marine properties. 

TRESOR DES 
MERS MASSAGE  80 Min  $130 M | $165 G 
Meaning Treasures of the Sea, this beauty treatment offers 
energizing and skin nourishing action and leaves the body 
relaxed and invigorated.

OLIGOMER SPA REPLENISHING 
SCRUB & MASSAGE  80 Min  $185 M | $220 G 
This signature treatment combines a complete exfoliation 
and a fully encompassing body massage for an exceptional 
feeling of well-being, from the tips of the toes to the top of 
the head.
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COOLING  30 Min  $75 M | $110 G 
Using Phytomer’s Soothing Cryotonic Gel, this 
relaxing treatment will relieve and rejuvenate 
fatigued, chronically tired legs.

DETOX 30 Min  $75 M | $110 G 
Using Phytomer’s Thermal Sculpting Mud 
Wrap, this treatment will relax and detoxify. 
With this unique, warming sensation, one will 
leave feeling replenished.

WELL-BEING MENU 

Seaside Mani & Pedi
MANICURE 50 Min  $60 M | $80 G 
Featuring Phytomer’s marine mud mask 
and seawater mineral bath, indulge in this 
therapeutic, hydrating, detoxifying, re-
mineralizing treatment with hand reflexology, 
exfoliation and professional, detailed nail 
grooming leaving you with silky skin and 
beautiful, polished fingertips. 

PEDICURE  50 Min  $70 M | $90 G 
Featuring Phytomer’s marine mud mask, 
mineral rich seawater foot soak, moisturizing 
scrub, and cooling gel masque to improve 
circulation, reduce swelling, and soothe aches 
and pains. Your feet will enjoy a relaxing, 
bubbling, heated sensation and be massaged 
to revive beautiful legs leaving your cuticles 
groomed and nails professionally shaped and 
polished, ready to show off!

Body Wraps
ANTI-AGING BODY  
WRAP & MASSAGE  80 Min  $185 M | $220 G 
It’s a facial for the body! Firms the skin, repairs sun damage 
and supports with anti-aging.

P5 SLIMMING BODY  
WRAP & MASSAGE  80 Min   $185 M | $220 G 
After following a program of four P5 Slimming Massage 
and Wrap treatments and applying Lotion P5 Targeted 
Curve Concentrate twice a day over 15 days, volunteers 
experienced incredible slimming results including 11% less 
belly fat and 8% less thigh fat. 



Facials
GENTLEMAN’S FACIAL  50 Min  $95 M | $130 G 

A tailored facial treatment specifically for men.

SEASIDE SOLUTIONS  50 Min  $95 M | $130 G 
Customized specifically for you!

ANTI-AGING &  
BRIGHTENING 50 Min  $120 M | $160 G 
Transforms the skin and erases all visible flaws to the  
complexion for a more radiant, smooth, and even skin.

HYDRATION  50 Min  $120 M | $160 G 

Moisturizing treatment for all skin types to improve 
comfort, plump, and intensely quench the complexion.

FRESHNESS  50 Min  $120 M | $160 G 
This targeted anti-pollution, oxygenating treatment 
assists the skin in detoxification, restoring healthy skin. 
It’s the perfect facial before or after traveling!

SOOTHING  50 Min  $120 M | $160 G 
A calming treatment that softens the skin and improves 
its defense for skin that is sensitive or subject to redness. 

XMF SUPREME YOUTH  80 Min $200 M | $250 G 
Experience immediate youth results with all facial  
upgrades in one service!

Facial Upgrades
THERMAL DETOX  
MUD ENHANCEMENT  $25 
Increases relaxation while remineralizing, 
detoxifying and improving treatment results. 

DÉCOLLETÉ EXFOLIANT 
ENHANCEMENT   $25 
A localized application of serums & a plumping 
mask to fade hyper-pigmentation and smooth 
creased skin on the lower neck & chest. This 
delicate zone need not give away your true age!

EYE PERFECTION  
RADIANCE TREATMENT 15 min  $20 
An ultra-complete, efficient and relaxing 
treatment for beautiful, youthful eyes.

PLUMPING LIP TREATMENT  $15 
Nourishes and plumps the lips, smoothes 
wrinkles and protects the lip contour. 

SCALP MASSAGE  
WITH SUMMER MIST OIL  $15 
Enjoy a relaxing scalp massage with Phytomer’s 
moisturizing and nourishing hair mist that repairs, 
protects and enhances both the skin and hair. 

About Phytomer
Phytomer is a marine based company with all natural, active ingredients. Their treatments provide a holistic 
approach to face and body care for enhanced relaxation and total replenishment. The services highlighted 
above will support the natural function of the skin using 3 main elements: seawater, seaweed extracts, and 
coastal plants. Together, we are bringing the French coast, of Brittany, to the desert!
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